
Dungeon Master Castle Screen - Build Instructions

Tools Required:
Wood Glue
A childlike wonder

Dice Rolling Towers: Towers 1 & 2
Open the two packs labeled Tower 1 and ensure the interns gave you all the right pieces by
laying them out like so, putting the tower walls in order 1-8.



1. 2.
Start with the Middle Ring. Add a dab of wood glue to each of the 8 ends of the ring (1), and
start assembling the tower with panel 3, 4 and 5 (2).
*You can use the numbered side or the non-numbered side as the outside face. Just keep them
in order. Some folks like the grain of one side over the other. I’m not here to tell you how to live
your life, just how to build a castle.

3. 4.
Add a couple dabs of glue on the joints just above the tower door opening (3). It doesn’t need
much but helps strengthen the opening from black holes and portals in time. Add panels 2 and 6
to the sides of the middle ring (4).

5. 6.
Add a dab of glue to the ends of each dice tumbler panel (5). Insert the panels as shown in (6)
with the largest panel on bottom kicking the dice out the door. Make sure all the tumblers are
slanted upward or this becomes a dice catching tower and is way less fun.



7. 8.
Check that the bottom panel is slanting upwards away from the door (7). This kicks the dice out.
If it’s reversed, switch the two sides 5 and 6. Once you’re confident your dice will fall down the
tower and the tumbler panels are orientated correctly, add panels 1 and 7 to the tower (8).

9. 10.
Add the final panel 8 to the back of the tower (9) and take a deep breath. Add a dab of glue to
each panel bottom (10) for the base. Let out the deep breath if you haven’t already.

11. 12.
Install the bottom plate (11). This can be tricky to get all the panels to align but I believe in you!



13. 14.
Add dabs of glue to the tops of the panels (13) and install the top plate (14). You’re doing terrific.

15. 16.
Dab some glue on the bottoms of the bricky bits (or parapets) (15) and start working your way
around the top. The first piece you put in, don’t push it all the way down but keep it kicked out a
bit so that the final piece can slip in under (16).

17. 18.
Glue in the Hinge Mounts to each side adding glue to all 4 sides of the end. There will be 2 per
side. And viola! You just completed 1/7th of the castle! No time for high fives! Do all this one
more time for the packs labeled Tower 2.

Roll an intelligence check through each tower before continuing. This will ensure you assembled
everything correct, or made a really good dice catching tower.



Castle End Towers:
Open packs 3 (or 4, depending when you’re reading this) and lay out the end tower pieces like
so!

1. 2.
Get your dab on and start gluing the ends of the lower plate (1). Assemble the lower panels 2, 3
and 4 to the lower plate (2).



3. 4.
Do the same for the upper plate and assemble the upper panels 2, 3 and 4 (3). Add the outer
panels 1 and 5 to the sides and connect everything together (4). Looking good so far.

5. 6.
Install the rest of the panels 6, 7 and 8 to the back side (5). Add some dabs of glue to the
bottom panels (6) and finagle that base into place.
*This part will likely be the trickiest to align for the whole build. A paper clip, or a small flat head
screwdriver can help move these into place.

7. 8.
Good job getting that installed (7)! I’m proud of you. Add some glue to the top panels and install
the top plate (8).



9. 10.
Put a dab of glue on each of the bricky bits (9) and, like the first two towers, install the first one
slanted. Work your way around and slip the last one under the first (10).

11. 12.
Almost done! Each end tower has 2 hinge mounts, add glue to all four sides and pick a side to
install them (12).

13.
Do all this one more time BUT on the SECOND end tower, install the hinge mounts on the
OPPOSITE side! Whew, we just avoided disaster! Great job!



Towers are completed!



Hinge Pins:

1. 2.
Open the baggie of pegs and circle bits and lay them out (1). You will have 2 small pegs, 12
long pegs, and 12 circles. Add a very small dab of glue to the pin and insert it into a circle (2).

3 . 4.
Wipe away any excess glue from the pegs so that when you install the peg, no glue
permanently fixes the hinge together (3). Get my drift? Do this for all 12 long pegs (4).

5. 6.
Like the other pegs, add just a small dab of glue to the short pegs (5) and install them into the
back side of the Castle Banner.
Wipe away any excess glue unless you want the banner permanently stuck to the wall.



Castle Middle Screen:
Compile these pieces for the Middle Screen.

1. 2.
Start by gluing the hinge pieces into the back of the wall. Add a small dab of glue to all four
sides of the hinge bottom (1) and install them with the circles facing the edges (2).



3. 4.
It’s helpful to install the pin into each hinge to ensure alignment (3) but ensure there is no
excess glue that will permanently fix the pin in place. Install all 8 hinges and pins (4).

5. 6.
Add a small bit of glue to the castle door, only a little is needed (5) and align it with the Castle
opening. The engraving will be perfectly centered with the door (6).
Bathroom break! Let this sit for 10 mins or so before continuing to let the glue set up. Go drink a
Dr. Pepper, check your phone, make a sandwich or something.

7. 8.
Add a small strip of glue to the underside of the bricky bits (7) and install it to the top plate of the
wall (8). Make sure the bricks face out for ultimate coolness.



9. 10.
Once you believe the castle door isn’t moving, add a strip of glue to the top of the wall (9) and
install the top plate (10).

Congrats, Champ! We’re almost done!



Castle Side Screens:
Compile these pieces for the side Screens.

1. 2.
Once again, start by gluing the hinge pieces into the back of the wall. Add a small dab of glue to
all four sides of the hinge bottom (1) and install them with the circles facing the edges (2).



3. 4.
Again, it’s helpful to install the pin into each hinge to ensure alignment (3) but ensure there is no
excess glue that will permanently fix the pin in place. Install all 8 hinges and pins (4).

5. 6.
I’m sure you figured it out but we’re going to add a small strip of glue to the underside of the
bricky bits (5) and install it to the top plate of the wall (6). Make sure the bricks face out for
ultimate coolness.

7. 8.
You guessed it! Add a strip of glue to the top of the wall (7) and install the top plate (8).



9.
Do this all over again for the last wall and let's get to the final assembly!



Final Assembly! I hope you’re ready for this!

1. 2.
Starting with the Middle Wall, remove each of the four pins and install the first dice rolling tower
to one side (1). Install the other dice tower to the other side and make sure it faces the opposite
direction of the other so that your dice can roll IN and OUT! Cuz that’s what it’s all about!

3. 4.
Install an end tower with an end wall in the same fashion (3)… twice (4).

Lastly! Install the end walls to the dice towers and marvel at your accomplishment!
You have just completed a DM Screen Castle! High Fives all around!

If you have any questions with your castle build, please reach out to us at info@tiltedtinker.com


